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1. Determine location of center of gage grid on 

your part.  Mark crosshairs for center of grid..

2.  Measure area to be prepped.  Typically, a 12-125

gage will get a spot .250” wide x .350” long.  Note:

grid center is not  in the center of the prepped area.

this will allow enough room for lead anchoring.
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Ready for gritblasting

Outline area to be gritblasted with a quality tape 

designed for this purpose.  We recommend 

Greenbelting tape p/n 170-10 green. 

Although not the only method of surface prep, the best 

method is to gritblast using 120 grit aluminum oxide set at 

60 PSI. This will roughen the surface and remove any oxide.

If this is not available, 80 grit sandpaper will also work. 

Gritblasted and tape has been removed
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There are 2 methods of precoating the prepared 

installation area. The first is to outline the precoat area

with cellophane tape and spread cement using a clean

razor blade. This assures proper thickness and clean 

edges.  The second method is done without using tape.

This requires more skill and a steady hand. On complex

parts it may be necessary to use this method

Outline area with 
cellophane tape.  

Edge of tape 
should be slightly 
inboard of edge of 

gritblast

Apply a drop of 
ceramic cement 

to one end of 
gritblasted area. 
Be sure to apply 

enough cement to 
cover entire area

While holding razor blade at a slight 
angle and applying light pressure, 

drag blade across entire area.  When  
entire area has been covered with  a 
thin, even coating, let cement air dry 

for  10 min before removing tape.

Before curing cement, all tape must be removed

Cure requirements for precoat:

1.  Air dry for 30 minutes.

2.  Bake at 200°F for 30 min

3.  Increase oven to 400°F for 30 min

4.  Increase oven to 600°F for 30  min

Allow part to cool completely before proceeding to next step.
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cement

Precoat is cured Install gage on 
Pre-coated area
using alignment

marks  

Apply a layer of ceramic cement 
where shown

Cement should not touch tape
This is called the Tack Coat

Apply Tack Coat.

Gage is installed on cured precoat. Cement is then applied

using a very thin brush.  Extra care should be taken to

assure that cement does not touch sides of tape.

This will cause the adhesive from the tape to loosen and

possibly lift.  It will also cause sharp edges where the

cement meets the tape.  This will create a weak bond 

between the first and second layers of cement.

Curing Tack Coat (partial curing)

1. Air dry cement for 30 min-1 hour

2. Place in cool oven and cure for 30 min at 200°F

3. Increase oven to 325°F for 30 min

Note:  If tape adhesive reaches 350°F it can vulcanize the tape and it will be very

difficult to remove. 
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cut

pull

cut

pull

pull

Step 1
Using sharp razor blade,
cut tape in 2 places as 

shown.  Pull tape in
the direction shown.

Step 2
Using sharp razor blade,
cut tape in 2 places as 

shown.  Pull tape in
the direction shown.

Step 3
Carefully remove tape by

pulling in the direction 
shown.

Gage is now ready for final curing of tack coat.

1. Place into a cool oven and cure for 30

min at 200°F.

2.  Increase temp to 400°F for 30 min.

3.  Increase temp to 850°F for 2 hours.

to remove tape residue.

Note: Verify with engineering that part can go to 850°

If not, then cement  must reach 600°F minimum for 

30 min. 
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Apply cover coat to gage by placing a small amount of 
cement (drop) in between existing tack coat. The recommended
technique is to place the cement and not brush the cement as
this can cause gage damage  This will allow you to achieve a
uniform thickness over entire gage area. 

Final cure 

1. Allow the cement to dry at room temp for 30 min – 1 hour.

2. Place in cool oven and bake at 200°F for 30 min.

3. Increase oven temp to 400°F for 30 min.

4. Increase oven temp to 600°F for 30 min.

Installation is now complete. Ready to test gage for resistance and leakage to ground.
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